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0. Introductory remarks 
Several attempts have been developed to formulate a natural generalization 
of recursion theory in a categorical framework. In this paper we present an- 
other generalization of that kind which arises in a natural way from a well 
established and point-free algebraic generalization of recursion theory - the 
so-called “algebraic recursion theory” [l, 71. The categorial generalization in question 
deals with least fixed points in a categorial sense [2] and mutual expressibility of 
functors defined by using such fixed points. The principal question treated in the 
present paper about expressibility of such functors in its general statement is purely 
category-theoretical nd free from the recursion-theoretical context; that is why it 
may be expected to be interesting from a general category-theoretical point of view. 
However, the method we use is inspired essentially by traditional ones used in 
recursion theory. 
0.1. 
Algebraic recursion theory can be explained as an algebraic theory of least fixed 
points as follows: Suppose we are given a partially ordered universal algebra A, i.e., 
a poset A with several operations, monotonic on each argument, in it. From basic 
operations in A we can construct new monotonic operations by means of explicit 
expressions; let us call these operations “explicitly definable in A”. On the other hand 
we can construct still other monotonic operations by means of least fixed points, or in 
other words, by means of some (abstract) inductive definitions. Namely, let 
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fi(Xl,...,X”, Yl,...r y,,,) (i = 1, . . . , m) be explicitly definable (n + m)-ary operations in 
A and suppose the system of inequalities 
fi:(X* ,..., Xn,Y1,...,Ym)lYi, i=l,..., m (0.1) 
has least solution ( g1 (xl, . . . ,x,), . . . , g,,,(x, . . . ,x,)) E A” for all (xi,. . . , X,)E A”. Then 
we have new operations gi; we shall name operations arising in this way inductively 
definable in A. The algebra A will be called inductively complete if all systems of the 
form (0.1) have least solutions and all inductively definable operations in A are 
explicitly definable. Nontrivial examples of inductively complete algebras arise in 
recursion theory and computer science. The first example of such algebras of abstract 
kind - the so-called iterative combinatory spaces - was constructed and studied by 
Skordev [S] and a nice generalization of recursion theory arose from this. To Skordev 
is also due the general question of existence of other interesting kinds of inductively 
complete algebras (see [73 where they are called “fixed-point complete algebras”) and 
the proposition of their systematical study. Later on, other kinds of such algebras were 
introduced by other authors [l, 8, lo]. 
In general, all known nontrivial inductively complete algebras arise as inductive 
completion of a suitable poalgebra A in which all systems of the form (0.1) have least 
solutions (the last is usually easily verified by some continuity arguments). Here by an 
inductive completion of a poalgebra A we mean an inductively complete enrichment 
of A with a set B of inductively definable (in A) operations. The problem of finding 
a (simple) inductive completion of a given poalgebra A, or, more precisely, to find a set 
B of inductively definable operations in A s.t. all systems of the form (0.1) have least 
solutions with components explicitly expressible by means of parameters xi, . . . ,x,, 
basic operations in A and those from B, is what we shall call “the problem of inductive 
completion of A”; it is a slight modification of the original Skordev’s formulation of 
the problem. 
0.2. 
The problem of inductive completion of poalgebras has an obvious generalization 
for categories: instead of a poset A we take a category C and instead of basic 
operations we take a set of (covariant) multi-endofunctors in C (that is, bi-, tri- and so 
on, endofunctors as well as constant objects, considered as functors of zero arguments, 
and usual endofunctors of one argument) which we call basic endofunctors. Instead of 
systems of the form (0.1) we consider functors 
F:C”+” -. C”, (0.2) 
which are explicitly expressible by basic multi-endofunctors in an obvious sense. 
Taking leasrJixed points (in the sense of Lambek [23; see Section 1.3) of such functors 
we get new multi-endofunctors in C and call them inductively definable. The problem 
is to find a simple set B of inductively definable multi-endofunctors, s.t. for every 
functor F of the form (0.2) (a) the least fixed point of F exists (the existence part of the 
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problem), and (b) is explicitly expressible by means of basic multi-endofunctors and 
those from B (the expressibility part of the problem). 
0.3, 
In the present paper we are going to solve the last problem for a special kind of 
enriched categories which are called DM-categories in [12]. DM-categories are the 
categorial analog of operative spaces of Ivanov [l] - one of the most important 
algebraic systems for which algebraic recursion theory is developed. Our choice of this 
system is motivated rather by a chance - it seemed at the beginning of the present 
investigations that operative spaces will be the most simple case to begin with. There 
are no reasons to expect that the categorial generalization of algebraic recursion 
theory in other algebraic systems like combinatory spaces [7] or Cartesian linear 
combinatory algebras [1 l] does not hold. However, strictly speaking, the problem is 
open at present for other kinds of enriched categories. 
0.4. 
The present paper is an improved version of our first publication on DM-categories 
[12]. The chief improvement is in the replacement of the notion of iteratively closed 
DM-category by that of iteratioe DM-category. The last notion is more general and 
helps to simplify some examples (the example in Section 4.3). Moreover, it is a general- 
ization of a possible version of the concept of iteratiuity for operative spaces Cl], while 
the previous notion of iteratively closed DM-category was not. But the last notion 
was helpful in heuristic sense: it helped to discover the right generalization of the 
concept of iterativity. We should mention that the version of the concept of iterativity 
as generalized by the notion of iterative DM-category is different from the original 
version of Ivanov [l] but more convenient for the categorial case. This is because of 
the existence part of the problem of inductive completion for categories, which is 
rather trivial in the usual case of posets. A generalization of Ivanov’s concept of 
iterativity for categories would require the existence part of the problem to be solved 
independently but this is not the case with the notion of iterative DM-category in the 
present paper. 
0.5 
An important question to be answered with respect o the theory of DM-categories 
as described above is about the scope of the theory: what is the variety of models of it, 
i.e., iterative DM-categories. Various models of the theory of iterative operative 
spaces, which are, up to secondary details mentioned in Section 0.4, a special case of 
iterative DM-categories, were studied before (see [l, 7]), so the question is rather the 
following one: what can we expect from properly categorial (not degenerated to 
preorders) models of the theory of DM-categories? Such a question is to be answered 
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by examples; but for detailed exposition examples require, as it seems, separate papers. 
In the present paper we give three examples in a brief exposition, leaving straightfor- 
ward constructions and most of the proofs to the reader. The first of those examples is 
of rather general character; but it seems, on ground of the analogy wit the usual 
operative spaces and their connections with other generalizations of recursion theory, 
that some examples of that kind could be interpreted as proper categorial generaliz- 
ations of some well-known generalizations of the usual recursion theory like that of 
Moschovakis. The other two examples in the present paper suggest connections with 
proving correctness of programs. 
1. Definitions 
I. 1. DM-categories 
A DM-category is a category 9 with two bifunctors M :9’ -+ 9 and 
D. . . 9’ + 9, three objects I, L, R, and six natural isomorphisms z, 4, e,l, 1, i satisfy- 
ing conditions (DM l)-(DM8) below. We shall call M “multiplication functor” and we 
shall write xy for f&Q(x, y) where x and y are objects or arrows in 9. Similarly, we shall 
call D “Cartesian functor”, and we shall write (x, y) for D(x, y). Composition of arrows 
f, y in 9 will be denoted byf;: g. Conditions defining a DM-category are the following 
ones: 
(DMl) g is an isomorphism x((P, I++, x): (cp$)x z cp(lc/x) natural in cp, II/, x; 
(DM2) 4 is an isomorphism _(cp): 1~ z cp natural in cp; 
(DM3) p is an isomorphism p(q): cpl z cp natural in cp; 
(DM4) ! is an isomorphism !(cp, cc/): (cp, II/)L I cp natural in cp, I++; 
(DM5) 1: is an isomorphism [(cp, $): (cp, I(/)R 2 II/ natural in cp, Ic/; 
(DM6) i is an isomorphism i(cp, $, x): cp($, x) z (cp$, cpx) natural in cp, II/, x; 
(DM7) for all cp, II/, ,Y, QE.~ we have: 
where cl is 2-l. 
Condition (DM7) is the pentagonal diagram in the definition of a monoidal 
category [33; we shall call (DM7) and (DM8) “coherence axioms”. 
For posets 9 the notion of DM-category coincides with that of an operative space 
[l]. Properly categorical examples of DM-categories will appear in Section 4. 
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I .2. Some notational conventions 
By % we shall always denote a DM-category; cp, $, x, 5, q, etc. will be objects, andf, 
q, h, x, y, etc. arrows in 8. In expressions involving arrows we shall usually write rp for 
l,, so iff: cp --) $, then f cp = f = $f, and since M is a functor we have 
(cp’g) oU-N =fs = (fll/‘) o (Cl) (1.1) 
for all f~ %(cp, cp’) and q E 5($, I,Y). We shall usually omit brackets in expressions like 
(1. l), so in this sense multiplication is treated as binding stronger than composition 0. 
An expression constructed by means of [[4, M and objects of % defines a functor for 
both objects and arrows uniformly, the object constants cp being interpreted as l,, so 
in the sequel we shall write such definitions for objects only. We shall write a, si, p, 7, ?, 
1 for C1 ,&-l,,-l,,-l,r-l i-’ respectively and we shall usually omit expressions in 
brackets after g, & etc., so cdnhitions (DMI)-(DM8) can be written shortly as follows: 
c1 o (fg)h =f(&) o !> (1.2) 
?oIf =fi$ (1.3) 
eofI =foe, (1.4) 
lo(f, SK =f$ (1.5) 
rO(A S)R = so:, (1.6) 
i of(s, h) = (fs, fh) Oi, (1.7) 
““cc =cpCJoaocc$, - - (1.8) 
ioE=(u,C()0!0@, (1.9) 
wherefe%(cp, cp’), qe%(ll/, @), h~%(x, x’). Define 
(X Cl, . . ..Xa-1) = (X0,(X,, ... wn-Z,Xn-1) ..’ 11, 
where X,,, . . . , X,_ 1 are objects in % or arrows as well, and for n = 0 let 
(X 0, ... > Xnml)=I (respectively (XO,...,Xn_l)= 11), and for n= 1 let 
(X 0 )...) X,-l) = x0. 
1.3. Leastjxed points 
Let w be a category and let F: 59 -+ V be an endofunctor. By (F =E= 5~?) we shall 
denote the category of pairs (X; x) s.t. X EV and x E’Z(F(X), X); arrows 
f: (X; x) + (Y; y) in (F * 55’) are the arrows f: X -+ Y in V s.t. fi x = y 0 F(f). Then 
least fixed point (1.f.p.) of F is (according to [2]) an initial object (M; m) of (F * q). 
The following elementary properties of 1.f.p. partially appear in [2]; we shall use them 
sometimes without a reference: 
(i) Suppose an endfnctor F(A) in V depends on a parameter A E&, where d is 
a category, i.e., F is a functor from d x G5’ to $?, and F(A) : % -+ %? is the functor defined 
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by F(A)(X) = F(A, X) for XEV and F(A)(f) = F(l,,f) for f~%‘(x, Y). Let 
(M(A); m(A)) be 1.f.p. of F(A) for all A ESJ. Then M is a functor from x2 to W, where 
M(a) for a~ &(A, 8) is determined uniquely by 
M(a) 0 m(A) = m(B) * F(a, M(a)) 
since (M(B); m(B) 0 F(a, M(B)))E(F(A) =S U). Moreover 
m(A): F(A, M(A)) + M(A) 
is an isomorphism natural in A. 
(ii) If (M; m) and (N; n) are two I.f.p.3 of F : W + W, then there is an isomorphism 
(M; m) z (N; n); if the functor F depends on a parameter A E I, then the isomorphism 
is natural in A. 
(iii) If n : G z F is a natural isomorphism between two endfunctors G and F in d, 
then (M; %) is 1.f.p. of F ifi (M; m 0 n(M)) is 1.f.p. of G. 
Now let B be a category and let P: 23 + %7 be a functor. Then an object (M; m) of 
(F =r U) for a given functor F :%Y + %f will be called local least fixed point (shortly 
1.l.f.p.) of F in (3, P) iff for any endofunctor G: 9 -+ 9 s.t. PO G = Fo P, there is 
a unique object (fi,lji)~(G =S 9), s-t. P(a) = M and P(h) = m. 
We shall use the last notion only in such cases when 9 is a comma category (H 12) 
where H :V + v’ is a functor and ZE%“, and P is the usual forgetful functor from 
(H 1 Z) to W. In those cases it is useful to have a characterization of 1.l.f.p. in (58, P) like 
that in Lemma I. I. Let us recall that the category (H 1 Z) consists ofpairs(X, x) where 
x:H(X) -+ ZinanarrowinVandarrowsj:{X,x) + (Y,l)in(HJZ)arethearrows 
/;X- Yin~forwhichx=~~H(f). 
Lemma 1.1. Let F be an endofinctor in V and suppose that in notations above we have 
a mapping assigning to each object (X, x ) E (H 12) an arrow 
xG(X):H(F(X)) + z. 
Then the equalities G(X, 5) = (F(X), -x’(X)) and G(f) = F(f) for nn urrow 
/:(X,x) + (Y,k’)inWlZ)dfi e ne an endofinctor in (H 1 Z) ifffor every such arrow we 
have 
XG(X) = .yGvPww-)). (1.10) 
Moreouer P Q G = F 0 P and every endofunctor G : (If 1 Z) + (H 1 Z) s.t. P 0 G = F 0 P is 
ofthut kind. An object (M; m) E (F = a) is 1.1&p. ojF in ((If 1 Z), P) iffor every mapping 
(X, 5) c-* x’(X) sarisfying (1.10) there is a unique arrow u: H(M) --J Z s.t. 
u Q H(m) = l&V). 
Proof. Straightforward. 0 
In notations of the last lemma, we shall use to write zG for xc(X) below. 
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Lemma 1.2. If H :V + W is the identity functor, then (M; rn)~(F * U) is l&p. of 
F : % -+ V if (M; m) is l.l$p. of F in ((H 1 Z), P) for all Z E %‘. 
Proof. Easy from the definitions: let (M; m) be 1.l.f.p. of F in ((H 1 Z), P) for all ZEV 
and letf: F(Z) 4 Z be an arrow in V; define an endofunctor G :(H 1 Z) + (H 1 Z) by 
G(X, 3) = (F(X),fi F(x)) for objects and G(f) = F(f) for arrows; using Lemma 1.1 
we see that G is an endofunctor for which PC G = F 0 P, and by Lemma 1.1 again it 
follows that there is a unique u: M + Z s.t. uom =p F(m), i.e., (M; m) is 1.f.p. of 
F. Cl 
The reverse of Lemma 1.2 also holds and is included in Lemma 1.4. 
Lemma 1.3. If two jiinctors H : W -+ 43 and H’ : W -+ %?’ are naturally isomorphic then 
for all ZEW: (M; m) is 1.1.&p. of F in ((H JZ), P) ifi(M; m) is l.lJp. ofF in ((H’J Z), I’). 
Proof. Left to the reader. 0 
Lemma 1.4. Let (M; m) he l$p. of a jiinctor F : V + W and a functor H : W -+ W has 
a right adjoint H * : v’ + Q?. Then (M; m) is 1.1.&p. of F in ((H 1 Z), P)for all Z E v’. 
Proof. Let G : (H 1 Z) + (H 1 Z) be an endofunctor s.t. P 0 G = F 0 P. Then, by Lemma 
l.l,G(X,x) = (F(X),xG)and(l.lO)holds. LetZ* = H*(Z).Then thereisauniversal 
arrow z : H(Z * ) + Z, i.e., (Z * ;z) is a terminal object of (H 1 Z). From 
zG: H(F(Z*)) -+ Z it follows that there is a unique arrow f: F(Z*) + Z+, s.t. 
;G = z 2 H(f). Since (M; m) is 1.f.p. of F, there is a unique w: M + Z* s.t. 
worn =p F(w). Then defining u = 40 H(w): H(M) + Z, we have: 
uG = ~‘0 H(F(w)) = ~3 H(f)0 H(F(w)) = 40 H(w)0 H(m) = UC H(m). 
Conversely, suppose that u : H(M) -+ Z and uG = o 3 H(m). Since the arrow z is 
universal, there is a unique g: M + Z*, st. t’ = ~0 H(g). We shall show that g = w 
whence it will follow that u = u and by Lemma 1.1 the proof will be completed. Since 
(M; m) is l.f.p., m is an isomorphism. Let g’ =fi F(g)om- ‘. Then 
_zoH(g’) =~~H(f)oH(F(g))cH(m-‘) =zGOH(F(g))OH(m-‘) 
= (z 3 H(g))Go H(m -‘)=uGcH(m-‘)=ucH(m)=H(m-‘)=u. 
Thus by the uniquity of g we have g = g’, i.e., g 0 m =p F(g) and by the uniquity of the 
arrow w we have w = g. 0 
1.4. Iteration and iterative DM-categories 
Let 9 be a DMcategory. A normal finctor (for 9) will be called a functor 
H : 9 + FN of the form H(r) = Ai E N - Cp(t;Vi), where is an arbitrary finite or countable 
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set, and vi~%~ for all ieN, where %0 is the set of all objects of 9, produced from 
{I, L, R) by means of the multiplication functor. Every pair of the form ((H 1$), P), 
where H : 9 + BN is a normal functor, $ is an object of %N and P : (H 13) + 9 is 
the usual forgetful functor, will be called a normal projection over %. A standard 
endofunctor will be called any endofunctor : % -+ % of the form r(t) = (I, <)(p and 
the object cp in this case will be called a parameter of r. If r is a standard endofunctor 
with parameter cp then an object (p; m) E (r * %), i.e., an arrow m : r(p) --) p, will be 
called as iteration of cp iff (p; m) is 1.l.f.p.. of r in every normal projection over 8. If 
(cl; m) is an iteration of cp then by Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3 it is l.f.p. of the standard 
endofunctor with parameter cp and therefore it is unique up to isomorphism in 
(r = %). The category 9 will be called iterative iff for every object cp of 9 there is an 
iteration of cp. If % is iterative, then by (i) and (ii) of Section 1.3 there is an endofunctor 
11 in 9 s.t. for every cp E% the pair (O(q); i(p)) for suitable arrow i(cp) is an iteration of 
cp, and the functor 0 is unique up to natural isomorphism. We shall fix 0 to denote such 
an endofunctor in %, when % is an iterative DM-category. The functor 0 will be called 
“iteration functor”; by (i) of Section 1.3 we have an isomorphism 
which is natural in rp. 
Theorem 1.5. If % is a DM-category in which every standard endofiinctor has l.fp. and 
every normal functor for 4 has a right adjoint, then % is iterative. 
Proof. Immediately from Lemma 1.4. 0 
DM-categories satisfying conditions of Theorem 1.5 were called iteratively closed 
DM-categories in [12]. The last theorem shows that iteratively closed DM-categories 
are special case of iterative DM-categories and therefore the results of the present 
paper extend those of [12]. 
Theorem 1.6. Let % be a DM-category in which there is an initial object 0 s.t. 
~0 c 0 z OL E OR for all cp E%, and all direct limits of sequences of the form 
(PO + cpl + .‘. exist in % and commute with the following functors: k&+,(?J = (~5, 
IW’(~) = 5~ and P(r) = (I, 5) for all cp E%. Then 9 is iterative. 
Proof. Let r be a standard endofunctor in %. Define yn = P(O) and gn = P(go) 
where go is the unique arrow 0 + yl. Then we have a sequence 
90 91 
Yo-y1- -.., 
and let its direct limit in 9 be (p, An - gj,,), i.e., & : y,, -+ p, S, + 1 0 gn = &, for all n and for 
every sequence of arrows h, : y. -+ fi in %, s.t. h,, I 0 g,, = h, for all n, there is a unique 
h : p + /? s.t. h, = h 0 g,, for all n. By the conditions of the theorem the last limit 
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commutes with r and since T(y,) = yn+ 1 there is a unique m: r(p) + p s.t. 
s,+t = m o %xl) (1.11) 
for all n, and this arrow is isomorphic. To show that (,u; m) is 1.l.f.p. of r in ((H 1 I$), P) 
for arbitrary normal projection ((H J$), P) over 9, suppose that 
G: (H 14) + (H 1 $) is an endofunctor s.t. PO G = ro P. By Lemma 1.1 G has the 
form 
G(t; 4 = (03; xc) 
and (1.10) holds. By the definition of a normal functor and the conditions of the 
theorem it follows that the object H(0) is initial in the category 9’ where 
H: Y -+ 4”“. Then there is a unique arrow uo: H(0) + $ and one can define by 
u,“. Then we have u,:H(y,) _ induction u,+ 1 = + + and by induction on n we can see 
that for all n 
u,+ 1 o H(g,) = UPI. 
Indeed, for n = 0 this is obvious since H(0) is an initial object, and by the induction 
hypothesis 
r&+1 = u, G = (a,+ 1 o ~bJ)G = 4+ 1 o ff(GIn)) = %+2 o H(g,+ 1). 
But from the conditions of the theorem and the definition of a normal functor it 
follows that (H(p), An*H(&,)) is a limit of the sequence 
H(Yo)- H(go) ~(&.k?Q . . . 
Therefore there is a unique arrow U: H(p) -+ II/ s.t. u, = u 0 H(&) for all n. We shall 
show that u is the unique arrow for which uG = u OH(~) and by Lemma 1.1 the proof 
will be completed. Indeed, for all n we have 
24, = UcOH(m-‘)~H(g,). 
For n = 0 this is immediate since H(0) is an initial object, and by (1.11) and (1.10): 
u%z(m-‘)oH(&+,) = UC 0 H(T(&)) = (u o H(s,))G = u$ = u,+ 1. 
Thence by uniqueness of the arrow u we have u = uG 0 Zf(m- ‘), i.e., uG = u 0 H(m). If 
u : H(p) -+ $ satisfies uG = u 0 H(m) then by induction on n we have u, = u 0 H(&) for 
all n, whence u = u. Indeed, for n = 0 this is obvious, and by the induction hypothesis 
U n+l = t4: = (u~H(&))~ = uG~H(T(Jn)) = uoH(moT(&)) = u~lY(&+~). Cl 
1.5. Terms and values 
Let c o, . . . , cl_ 1 be a list of symbols called parameter symbols, and let us have an 
infinite list of variables denoted usually by Z, g’, X, etc. The symbols I, 4, e will be 
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called basic constants, and parameter symbols and basic constants together will be 
called constants. Define terms inductively as follows: 
(a) all constants and variables are terms; they are called simple terms; 
(b) if t and s are terms then (ts) and (t, s) are terms. 
If 9” is a set of variables then by Term(X) we shall denote the set of all terms whose 
variables belong to 3, and Term will be the set of all terms. 
Let 9 be a DM-category and suppose we have an interpretation assigning to each 
parameter symbol cc an object (called a parameter) ‘ii of 9. This interpretation will be 
fixed throughout the paper. Let Z - Q, . . . , x”_ 1 be a list of distinct variables. Then 
each term t E Term( { G}) defines a functor [& et] : 9” -+ 9 called value of t in an 
obvious way, namely: 
(1) if t is a variable zi, i < n, then [G+t](c) = 5i; 
(2) if t is a parameter symbol Ci, i < 1, then [&-t](c) = yi; 
(3) if t is r, & or E then [G-t](~) is I, L or R respectively; 
(4) if t E (sr) then [G-t](~) = [G,+.s](~)[&-r](c); 
(5) if t = (s,r) then [i-E-t](F) = ([&~s](%), [,G-r](c)); 
where c is an arbitrary object of .P’, and for arrows the definition of the functor 
[k.?*t] is the same replacing y,, I, L, R with l,, l,, lL, lR respectively. 
Sometimes we shall write t,tl ... t, for ( ... (totI) ... t,_ I)tn, where to, . . . ,t, are 
terms. 
I. 6. Coherence properties 
A formal expression of one of the following two forms 
(a) 
(b) 
t(sr) + (ts)r, 
t(s, r) + (6 sr), 
where t, s, r are terms, will be called a contraction. As usual the notion of 
contraction gives rise to a reduction notion: we shall write t H s for: “s is 
obtained by replacing of an occurrence in t of the left-hand side of a contrac- 
tion with the corresponding occurrence of the right-hand side of the same contrac- 
tion” and I,+ for the reflexive transitive closure of the relation I+. A term I will be 
called normal, iff t I+ s is impossible for any s; s will be called normal form oft iff t II-+ s 
and s is normal. 
Lemma 1.7. For every term t there is a unique normal form tb oft. 
Proof. Indeed, for any term t let lb(t) be the length oft and define a number s(t) by 
induction on t as follows: 
(i) if t is simple, then s(t) = 0; 
(ii) if t = (rs), then 8(t) = 6(r) + lb(s); 
(iii) if t = (r, s), then 6(t) = 6(r) + 6(s) + 1. 
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Then using induction on s(t) we see that following equalities define uniquely a total 
operation on terms denoted by tb for a term t: 
Sb = s, (1.12) 
Mb = Pb& (1.13) 
(p(4r))b = ((pq)r)bj (1.14) 
(P(4, r))b = ((Mb> (Pr)b)Y (1.15) 
((4, r))b = (qb, rb), (1.16) 
where s is simple and p, q, r are arbitrary terms. Again, we have for all terms t and s: tb 
is normal, r M tb, and if t H s then tb = sb. The former two are obvious and the last is 
shown straightforwardly by induction on s(t). 0 
Now we shall define for every term t E Term( {z:,, .._ , CT+ 1}) an isomorphism 
&(f):[&.t](f) z [&tb](Q 
naturalin&where?=(&,,...,{n_l)and&=(zO,... , zc,_ 1). Writing for short b(t) for 
b,(c) and t* for [&.t](~) for any t~Terrn({~~, . .. , z”_ ,}), define b,(c) as follows: 
(bl) if t is normal then then b(t) = t*; 
(b2) ifs is simple and t is not normal then _b(ts) = _b(t)s*; 
(b3) if s = pq is normal then b(ts) = b(tp)q* 0 Cr; 
(b4) if s = (so, sl) is normal then b(ts) = @(tse), b(ts,))o i; 
(b5) if s is not normal then b(ts) = b(tsb) 0 t * b(s); 
(b6) if (to, tr) is not normal then b((t,, tr)) = @(to), b(tl)). 
Note that (b2) and (b6) hold for any terms t, t o, tl, and (b5) holds also for any t, s. 
Lemma 1.7. For all terms t, r and every normal s we have 
!J(ts) = ~(t%).~(t)s* 
and 
b(t(rs)) = b((tr)s)o Cr. 
(1.17) 
(1.18) 
Proof. Induction on s for both (1.17) and (1.18). Ifs is simple, then 
b_(Ps).b(t)s* = (tb)*s*+(t)s* = b(D). 
If s = pq then q is simple since s is normal, and by (b3), (1.2) and the induction 
hypothesis for p: 
b(t%)*b(t)s* = b(Pp)q* occob(t)(p*q*) = b(Pp)q* o_b(t)p*q* oz - - - 
= b(tp)q* o& = !$s). _ 
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If s = (s,,, s1 ) then similarly 
&*s)~~(t)s* = (@&), r,@%r))o~ob(t)(sg*, s1*) 
= (b(Ps,).b(t)&)*, b(t*s,).b(t)si*)0~ _ - - - 
= (&so), b(ts,)) oi = b(B). 
This proves (1.17). If rs is normal then (1.18) is immediate from (b2) and (b3). Suppose 
rs is not normal. Then by (b5) we have 
b(t(rs)) = b(t(rs)*)o t*b(rs). (1.19) 
Consider cases for s. If s is simple, then 
b(t(rs)) = b(t(rs)*)ot*@(r)s*) = b(t(r*s))~t*@(r)s*) 
= b(tr*)s* o&ot*(b(r)s*) = b(tr*)s* o(t*b(r))s* 00s _ - 
= b(tr)s* 013 = b((tr)s)*E. 
Ifs = p4 then q is simple, and using (1.19), the induction hypothesis for p, and (1.8), we 
have 
b(W) = ~(t((rp)*q))ot*(l!(rp)q*)ot*a 
= @t(rp)*)q* ~6!~t*(b(rp)q*)~t*E = b(t(rp)*)q* o(t*b(rp))q* oEot*E 
= b(t(rp))q* O&ot*oT = e((tr)p)q* o&q* ooSot*E = _b((tr)p)q* o&o& 
= b((tr)s)o ci. 
Finally, if s = (SO, SI ), then so and s1 are normal, and using (1.19), the induction 
hypothesis for so and sl, and (1.9), we have 
b(r(rs)) = W((rs0)*, (rsl)*))~t*@(rso), b(rs,))ot*i 
= (~(~(rso)*),~(~(rsI)*))~~~t*(~(rso),_b(rs,))~t*~ 
=(b(t(rso)),k(t(rs~)))ojot*j =(~((tr)so)~tfi,~((tr)sI)oc7)~i~t*i - - - 
= (b((tr)so), b((tr)s,))o(E, tf)ojot*i = @((tr)so), _b((tr)s,))oioE 
= b((tr)s)oE 0 
Equalities (1.17) and (1.18) will be referred to as “coherence properties”. 
2 Recursion theory in DMxategories 
2. I. The coding theorem 
Let F be a DM-category. A term system in B is a pair (F, Z) where G and S are 
strings zo, . . . , CZ_ 1 and s o, . . . ,s,_ 1 of variables zi and trems si from Term( {E}) 
respectively. Each term system S s (S; SF) defines a functor S* : F’” -+ 9” by 
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s*(a=(so(%),..., S,- I(c)) where Si = [&+si] for all i < n. A term system S = (5, 2) 
will be called normal, iff all terms so, . . . , s, _ I are normal. 
It was yet mentioned in the introduction that principal object of present paper are 
l.f.p.‘s of endofunctors of the form S* where S is a term system. From (iii) in 
Section (iii) and results of Section 1.6 it follows that without a loss of generality we 
may restrict ourselves with normal systems S. Now we are going to state our main 
result (Theorem 2.1) about such endofunctors. In order to do this we need some 
additional definitions. 
Let S = (S; 2) be a normal term system in %. Then a set K of normal terms will be 
called closed under S iff following conditions hold: 
(i) zieKandsiEKforalli<n; 
(ii) if c is a constant and pc E K, then p E K; 
(iii) if (t, r)EK, then ~EK and r EK; 
(iv) if pzi E K where i < n, then (psi)b E K; 
and with every function A : K -+ Ob % we shall associate a function RS : K + Ob % 
defined as follows: 
L if t is a constant, 
R(P) if t = pc where c is a constant, 
AS(t) = (A(q), 09) if t = (4, r), 
n(si) if t = zi where i < n, 
n((P%)b) if t = pzi where i < n. 
Define for each term t an endofunctor F, : % + % by the following conditions: 
(Fl) F,(r) = Ly, if t is a constant with value y; 
(F2) F,(t) = R([y), if t G pc, c is a constant with value y and t is normal; 
(F3) F,(t) = R4: in all other cases. 
Finally, here is the main definition in this section: 
Definition. A coding for a normal term system S in 9 (with respect to a given 
interpretation of the parameters) is a triple (K, A, a), such that K is a set of normal 
terms closed under S, R : K + %. is a mapping into the set %. defined in Section 1.4, 
OE%, and for all t EK we have 
d(t) z F&P(t)). (2.1) 
Theorem 2.1. Let % be an iteratively closed DM-category and let S = (S; 2) be 
a normal term system in % where Z E (x0, . . . , x”_ 1). Suppose (K, r&, o) is a coding for 
S in % and (w; m) is an iteration of 6. Then there is an arrow W in %” s.t. 
(wA(x:,), . . . ,wI&(xn_ 1); ti) is l$p. of S* in F. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 which we will give in Section 3 is rather long, so we prefer 
to consider its corollaries first. From then we shall obtain the fundamental facts of 
recursion theory in DM-categories, especially the inductive completeness of iterative 
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DM-categories with a translation functor (see the definition of translation functor and 
Corollary 2.3). We shall restrict ourselves with the principal corollaries of Theorem 
2.1, but let us note that there are other applications of this theorem using special kinds 
of codings (for more details about this see [12]). The exposition in the present section 
is not essentially different from that for the special case of operative spaces in the sense 
of Ivanov [l], the main difference between the last case and the general one for 
DM-categories being in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Therefore our proofs here will be 
less detailed than those in the next section and the reader may get additional 
information from [ 11. 
Everywhere in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 % will be iterative DM-category. 
2.2. Representation of natural numbers and translation functors 
Define for every natural number n an object n+ E % inductively as follows: O+ = L, 
(n + l)+ = Rn+. They by (DM4) and (DM5) for all i < n we have an isomorphism 
natural in aO, . . . . CI,_~ E%. 
Definition. A functor T : F + 9 is called a translation functor (this term is adopted 
from Ivanov [ 11) iff for every object cp E % and for each natural n 
T(q)n+ E n+cp (2.2) 
and the last isomorphism is natural in cp. 
Lemma 2.2. Let Y(q) be an endofunctor in % dejined by Y(cp)(~) = (Lq, Rr) andfor all 
cp E % the finctor Y(q) has l&p. (T(q); i(q)) in 8. Then T is a translation functor in 9. 
Proof. Indeed, by (i) from Section 1.3 we have a natural isomorphism 
(Lq, RT((p)) z T(q) whence by induction on n we see that T(cp)n+ s n+cp. 0 
We shall call a translation functor obtained from Lemma 2.2 a standard translation 
functor. 
Corollary 2.3. Zf the category % satisfies conditions of Theorem 1.6 then there is 
a standard translation finctor in %. q 
Every translation functor T gives rise to a bifunctor 
Wcp, ti) = (1, I)) T(v) 
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(see Cl]), called a T-primitive recursion. The functor R satisfies following natural (in 
cp, $) isomorphisms: 
IVCP, Ic/)O’ = cp (2.3) 
and 
R(cp> 4% + l)+ = IcI@(% if++ )V (2.4) 
which follow from R(q, +)n+ z $ ... I,@ (n times), the last being proved by induction 
on n. Objects cp E 9, produced from constants L, R, I (respectively L, R, I, yo, . . . , y1 _ 1) 
by means of functors IR, m/o and D are called T-primitive recursive (respectively 
T-primitive recursive in {yo, . . . ,yI_ 1}). 
Theorem 2.4. If T is a translation functor in 9, then for every primitive recursive 
function f there is a T-primitive recursive cp E 9, such that 
cpn+ 2 (f(n))+ 
for all natural n. 
Proof. Identify isomorphic objects and apply corresponding results of [9]. The proof 
of Proposition 8.1 in [l] can also be straightforwardly adopted. 0 
2.3. Universal codings and the recursion theorem 
Definition. (i) An object c1 E F is called recursive (in parameters yo, . . . , yl _ 1), iff there 
is a system of terms S=(S;G) (s~,...,s,_~;Z) and 1.f.p. (EX)G((~~,..,;Z) of the 
functor S*, such that to g c(. 
(ii) Writing Nterm and Syst for the set of all normal terms and all normal systems of 
terms respectively, a universal coding is a pair (A, o), such that R : Syst x Nterm + PO 
is a function, and for every SE Syst the triple (Nterm, At * R(S, t), rr) is a coding for S. 
Lemma 2.5. Suppose T is a translation functor in F and SE Syst where S = (S; zo, . . . ). 
Then there is an universal coding (A, a), such that /(S, zo) = L and 
o = (1, T(yo),...,T(yt-1))~ (2.5) 
for a suitable T-primitive recursive object u E 8. 
Proof. The proof is rather standard one, using primitive recursive numeration of terns 
and systems. An essential role is played by two primitive recursive objects rr, p defined 
as follows: 
n = R((LL, RL), (LR, RR)) and p = [w(LL, RT(R)). 
They satisfy following isomorphisms: 
rrn’ z (Ln+, Rn+) and pn+ E n+n+, 
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which follow from (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) by induction on n. Now let us be given 
a primitive recursive numeration of the elements of Syst x Nterm and define 
k(S, I) = (Jlr(S, t))’ where M(S, t) is the number of the pair (S, t). The numeration can 
always be chosen to satisfy .A’-(& z,,) = 0 for any fixed system S; then R(S, :Q) = L. By 
Theorem 2.4 there are primitive recursive objects g,,, pO, p,, p2, p3, p4, ps such that 
for any system S and all terms t, p, y: 
0’ if t is a constant, 
1’ if t = pc where c is a constant, 
a&(S,t)z< 2’ if t=(p,q), 
3+ if r is variable 
.4+ if l = pz where z is a variable, 
10’ if r=l or t=p!, _ 
if t=L or t=p&, 
ift=R or t=pR, _ 
[(i + 3)+ if t=ci or t=pci where i< 1, 
plk(S, t) z RR(S, p), if t = pc where c is a constant, 
p2.4(S, t) g RA(S, p) and p3k(S, t) z Rk(S, y) where t = (p, q), 
p&(S, t) % Rk(S, si), if S = (~0, . . . , s,- 1; 50, . . . , z,, _ I), t = zi and i < n, 
pSR(S,t)ZRR(S,(psi)*), ifS=(sc ,..., s,_l;z,, ,..., rc,_r),t=psiandi<n. 
(Note that the normal form function t* on terms is primitive recursive, since the 
function 6 defined in the proof of Lemma 1.7 is primitive recursive.) Next define 
Q = (R’(O+ L ,...,(~+~)+L)P~,R’P,T(P,)P,L(P~,P,)~,LP,,LP,)~,P, 
where 
R’ = (LT(I), LT(L), LT(R), R) 
and define 0 by (2.5). Then it can be checked directly from these definitions that (k, C) 
is an universal coding. 0 
From Lemma 2.5 and Theorem 2.1 we have immediately: 
Corollary 2.6. Suppose that T is a standard translation jiinctor in 9. Then: 
(i) Every object cp E 9 recursive in {yO, . . . , yI , } is naturally (in y,,, . . . , y, _ ,) isomor- 
phic to an object which can be expressed explicitly by means of yO. . . . , yr _ , , I, L, R, M, 
D, I, T. 
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(ii) Any functor defined explicitly by means of the constants and thefunctors in (i) is 
naturally isomorphic to a functor r of the form 
r(5) = [((I, T(tl))r)L 
where a is a T-primitive recursive in {y,,, . . . , y(_, } object of 9. 
(iii) The set Ob9/ z where z is the relation of isomorphism is a combinatory 
algebra w.r.t. application App dejked by: 
(iv) There is an object o E 9 recursive in {yO, . . . , yr _ I }, which is universal among all 
objects recursive in {y,,, . . . , yl _ 1 }, i.e., 
(a) for every recursive in { yO, . . . , y1 _ , } object cp E 9 there is a natural number n such 
that cp z wn + and 
(b) there is a primitive recursive function s(n, m), such that for all natural n, m 
w(s(n, m))’ 2 on-m+. 
3. Proof of the main theorem 
Assume the suppositions of Theorem 2.1. Up to the end of the proof c will denote an 
arbitrary constant and y will be the value of c in 8; the letters t, s, p, q, to etc. will 
denote terms. We shall adopt some rules for omitting brackets in long expressions, 
e.g., (p$x9 will be a short notation for (((p$)q)9. This rule of “association to the left” 
will apply to objects, arrows and terms as well, as mentioned before in Section 1.3. Let 
U be the standard endofunctor in 9 with parameter (T, i.e., 
3. I. DeJinition of the arrows m 
For every term t E K define an endofunctor G, in .F as follows: 
7 if t = c, 
G,(r) = t;/(p)7 if t G pc and t is normal, 
@(t) otherwise. 
Lemma 3.1. For each t E K there is an isomorphism 
n*(l): U(Mt) 2 G(r), 
natural in 5. 
(3.1) 
Proof. Indeed, by (DMl) and (2.1), 
u(O4t) = ((I, 044(t) z (I,S)(a4r)) z (1, OF,(dS(t)). 
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Consider cases for t E K: 
(1) t = c; then by (Fl), (DMI), (DM4) and (DM2) 
U(S)&) = (1, ~)(J%J) E ((I, 0.0~ 2 1~ z Y = G(5). 
(2) t = pc and t is normal; then by (F2), (DMI) and (DM5) 
LJ(S)&) g (1, O(W(P)M g ((I, MWP)))Y = (((4 ORMP))Y 
z (54~))~ = G(t), 
(3) all other cases; by (F3), (DMl), (DM5) we have 
U(S)&) z (A 5)(RRS(t)) z ((A <)R)&t) z &‘S(r) = G,(r). 0 
We shall write ri,(<) for n;‘(t). Since (0; m) is 1.f.p. of U, the arrow m: V(w) + o is an 
isomorphism. Therefore by Lemma 3.1 we have an isomorphism 
‘1 (t) = d(t) 0 n,(o): G,(w) E oA(t), (3.2) 
and we shall write M(t) for 9 -l(t). 
3.2. Construction of the arrows M 
Using the condition of the theorem that (0; m) is iteration of o‘, we shall construct 
for all t, s E K, such that (ts)b E K, an arrow 
M(t, s): oA(t)(oA(s)) -+ ok((t$). (3.3) 
Fix t EK and denote by K’ the set {seK 1 (ts)be K}. Define a normal functor 
H:F + FK’ by H(5) = LsEK’-wr&(t)(&(s)) and an object 6~9” by 
$ = ls~K’.oA((ts)~), and for each object (5, x)E(H 13) define an arrow 
x’: H(U(<)) + $ as follows: 
20s) o cNO$(5), if s = c, 
y((ts)b)ox(P)r o e” o@t)n,(S), if s = pc, 
x’(s) = c E((ts)b) 0 io(x(q), x(r)) ojo wd(t)io oA(t)n,(& if s = (q, I), 
m(ts) o x(sJ o o4t)_n,(<), if S = Ziy i < n, 
. !!J((ts)b) ’ X((Psi)b)o od(t)!s(5)7 if S = PZip i < n. 
We leave to the reader to check, using definitions in Sections 1.6 and 3.1, that this is 
indeed an arrow x’ : H(U(t)) -+ $, i.e., 
x’(s): d(t)(U(&f(s)) + oky(tsy) 
for all s E K’. Then we may define an endofunctor X in ((H _11,6), P) by 
X(<, x) = (U(r), x’). To check that X is an endofunctor it is enough to show (accord- 
ing to Lemma 1.1) that for every arrow f:(& x) + (q, y) in (H J 5) we have 
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x’ = y’oH(U(f)), i.e., 
x’(s) = Y’(S) O QNNJ(f)A(s)) 
for all s E K’. The last is done by considering five cases for s as in the definition of x’(s). 
As an illustration we shall do this for the case s = pc. Then using the equality 
x = y 0 H(f) (sincef is an arrow in (H I$)), by (1.2), (3.1) and Lemma 3.1 we have 
x’(s) = Ilt((st)b)oY(P)yO(olg(t)(f~(P)))Y o @00JW)Q3 
= rll((st)b)aY(P)yOaoor&(t)(f~(P)y)001&(t)r,(5) 
= rl”((sOb)o~(~)~ ~~OwA(t)G,(f)~wA(t)n,(r) 
= nz((s~)b)0Y(P)W0~4W_b(?)0~JW(~(f)W) 
= Y’(S) o ~JW)(~(f)W. 
In the sequel we shall write (5, x)’ for the second component of X(<, x), i.e., (5, x)’ = x’ 
in notations above. Since (w, m) is iteration of 0, (0, m) is 1.l.f.p. of U in the normal 
projection ((Zf 1 $), P) where P is the standard forgetful functor. But the endofunctor 
X satisfies P 0 X = U 0 P. Thence by Lemma 1.1 there is a unique arrow 
M: H(o) + p, such that (CO, M)X = M 0 H(m). We shall write M(t, s) for M(s) to 
exhibit the term t that was fixed above. Then M(t, s) is the unique system of arrows 
(3.3) which satisfies the equality 
(CO, M)*(t, s) = M(t, s) 0 ok(t)(mA(s)) 
for all SE I(‘, where (w, M)x(t, s) is (w, ISE K’- M(t, s))‘(s). 
(3.4) 
3.3. Defkition of the arrow W 
In the sequel we shall write o/(Z) for the object (CO&~), .. . , coA(zn_ 1)) of F, and 
t*(T) for [&Es t] (f) for any f~ F and t E Term. Define by induction on t E K an arrow 
w(t): t*(oA(&)) + d(t) 
as follows: 
m(O if t=c, 
5(t) o w(p)7 if t = pc, 
w = s $1 o to b%), W(h)) if t = (to, tl), 
(Mt) = Ll@) if t=CZiy i<n, 
I M(p, ~i)oW(p)(Ok(~i)) if t = pziy i < n, 
and define for all i c n: 
Wi = m(Zi)’ W(Si)v 
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Then by (3.2) we have 
Wi 1 Si * (UA(E)) + Wl(Zi), 
i.e. W: S * (cd(LC)) + C&(Z) in y”, where w = (w,-,, . . . , w,_ 1). We shall show that 
(on(Z); W) is 1.f.p. of the endofunctor S* in 9”. 
3.4. Construction of the arrows v 
Let (@, a) be an arbitrary object of the category (S* G- 9”) (defined in Section 1.3), 
i.e., lp = (rpO, . . . , cp,_,)E~“andaisastring(a,,...,a,-,)ofarrowsai:si*(cp) + piin 
Ft. We shall construct for every t E K an arrow 
v,(cp; a) : cd(t) + t * ((p). (3.5) 
Fix (p and ti, and consider the functor H : 9 + FK defined by H(<)(t) = (d(t) and let 
$ be the object of PK defined by G(t) = t *(Cp) for t E K. Since H is naturally 
isomorphic to a normal functor (namely It E K-1(@(t))) it follows by Lemma 1.3 that 
(CO, m) is 1.l.f.p. of U in ((H I$), P) where P is the obvious forgetful functor. Define an 
endofunctor Y in ((H 1 $), P) by 
Y(& x) = (U(5), (rAy), 
where 
n(5) if t = c, 
x(Ph”ndr) if t = pc, 
CL x)YW = < MI), $9) 0 i 0 n,(t) if t = (4, r), - - 
aio X(Si)o 1145) if t = Zi, i < n, 
.P*(~)Ui”~(psi)“X((p~i)b)o~~(~) if t =J.kzi, i < n. 
We leave to the reader to check that Y is an endofunctor in ((H 1 $), P), using Lemma 
3.1 and (3.1). Then by Lemma 1.1 there is a unique arrow v:Zf(o) --) q, such that 
(CO, v)’ = v 0 H(m), i.e., 
(w, q-(t) = v(t) 0 ml&(t) (3.6) 
for all t E K. Now defining v,(Cp; c?) = u(t) we have (3.5). We shall write v(t) for v,(Cp; ti) 
except in the special case when (9; 5) is (WA(&); W); in this case we shall write v,(t) for 
u,(oA(Z); G) and otherwise the object (Cp; a) will be fixed. 
3.5. 
Lemma 3.2. For all t, s E K such that (ts)b E K we have 
v((tsyy 0 M(t, s) = _b(ts) 0o(t)v(s). 
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Proof. Fix t E K and define K’ as in Section 3.2. First we shall construct for all s E K’ 
an arrow 
M’(s) : on(t)(oA(s)) + (ts)b* ((p) 
by the same methods as that in Sections 3.2 and 3.4. Define a normal functor 
H:F + FK' and an object $E& rK’ by H(~)(S) = ok(t)(SR(s)) and q(s) = (~s)~*((P) 
respectively. Then there is an endofunctor Z in (H I$) such that 
Z(5, x) = V(4), (5, x)?, 
where 
@ho ~W)~S(S)~ s = c, 
X(P)Y o ii0 ~&)$(O? s = pc, 
(5, x)z(s) = ‘ (x(q), x(d) “i0 w4t)io ok(t)n,(tl), s = (494, 
t *(cp)Ui'~(tSi)'X(Si)'oA(t)n,(4), S=Xiy i<n, 
,(tp)b’(cp)ai”i;((tp)bSi)oX((pSi)b)oOR(t)r,(5), S = PXiy i < n. 
We leave to the reader to check that Z is indeed an endofunctor (the main necessary 
tools are Lemmas 1.1 and 3.1). Then by Lemma 1.1 there is a unique arrow 
V: H(o) + $ such that 
(CO, V)’ = I/o H(m). 
Define two arrows VI : H(o) + I$ and V, : H(w) + $ by 
(3.7) 
V,(s) = b(ts)ou(t)v(s) and V,(s) = ~((ts)~)~M(t, s), 
respectively. We shall show that VI and V, satisfy Eq. (3.7) with respect o I/ whence it 
will follow that VI = V, and this will complete the proof of the lemma. To prove that 
for all seK’ 
(w, VdZ(4 = VI(S) o~4Nm~(s)), (3-S) 
consider cases for s as follows: 
Case 1: s = c is a constant with value y. Then 
(w, v,)‘(s) = o(r)rocM)r_r,(w) = r(t)ns(o) (by 1.1)) 
= u(r)(cA u)y(s) (by definition of Y in Section 3.4) 
= a(O(r(s) o mA(s)) (by (3.6)) 
= u(t)u(s)~oA(t)(mA(s)) (since Ml is a functor) 
= v,(S)~wlg(c)(ml(s)) (by (bl) from Section 1.6). 
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Case 2: s is of the form pc. Then 
(a, WZ(s) = ~lm~“~o~4~)ns(~) = b(tP)Y”u(t)o(P)yccrowA(t)I!,(w) 
= ~(tp)y~07~u(t)(U(p)y~~,(w)) (by (1.2) and since Ml is a functor) 
= b(ts)o o(t)(w, u)‘(s) (by (b3) from Section 1.6 and definition of Y) 
= b(ts)c u(t)u(s)~oA(t)(mrd(s)) (as in case 1) 
= V,(s) 0 wA(t)(mrf(s)). 
Case 3: s is of the form (4, r). Then 
(0, VI )zw = VI (q), VI W) cjO o&)iO o-w$(o) 
= U#7), &r)) qw+?)~ WQ)) OiO oW)i c ~-w)~A~) 
= b(ts) c we, W) c oO)jc (Mt)Qg 
(by (1.7) and (b4) from Section 1.6) 
= bOs) 0 W(Mq), 0)) c i 0 n,(4) - - 
= b(ts)cu(t)(o, u)‘(s) = V,(s)coA(t)(mA(s)) (as in case 2). 
Case 4: s = zi, i < n. Then 
(W, VI)‘(S) = t *(@)Ui’ E(tSi)’ Vl(Si)’ COd(t)~,(CLl) 
= t *(@)ai’ E(tSi)’ b(tSi)’ U(t)U(S,)’ C0A(t)n,(C0) 
= U(t)(Ui’ U(Si)’ n,(O)) = U(t)(W, U)‘(S) 
= Vl(s)coA(t)(mA(s)) (as in case 1). 
Case 5: s = pxiy i < n. Then 
(W vI )z(s) = (tP)b*(@)aic g((tP)bsi)c vl ((Psi)b) ’ 6Jd(t)nS(o) 
= (tP)b*(40)ai”b((rP)bsi)c_b(~(Psi)b)c U(t)U((Psi)b)ooA(t)n,(o). 
But 
= (~P)b*(~)~io_b(~P)%*(@)“~(~P~i)‘~(~(P~i)b) 0-v (1.17)) 
~(tP)b*~~)~~c_b~tP)~~*(~)c~c~~t~P~~))c_b(t(P~~)b) (by (1.18)) 
=b(tP)~i~(tP)*(~)Ui~ol~t*(~)~(PSi) (by (1.1) and (b5) from Section 1.6) 
=b(tP)cpi”ccct*(cp)(P*(cp)ai)ct*(cp)~(Psi) (by (l-2)) 
=~(ts)ct*(~)(P*(~)ai)cr*(@)~(P~i) (by (b3) from Section 1.6). 
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Therefore 
(w, V1)z(s) = ~(ts)ot*(~)(P*(~)a~)ot*(~)~(Psi)ov(t)u((Psi)b)a~~(~)~~(~) 
= b(ls)’ u(t)(P*(~)aio~(Psi)o u((Psi)b)o!s(o)) 
= ~(ts)~u(t)(o, u)‘(s) = Vl(s)~o~(t)(m~(s)) (as in case 2). 
This finishes the proof of (3.8). Thence (w, l/i)’ = V, 0 H(m). To prove 
(0, V,)Z = V, 0 H(m) 
we have to prove that for all s E K’ 
(0, vz2 )= (s) = V,(s) O on(t) (MS)) (3.9) 
which is done by considering cases for s as in the proof of (3.8). The proof of (3.9) is 
simpler than that of (3.8) since coherence properties are not used. As illustration we 
will treat one of the cases leaving the rest to the reader. 
Case 5: s = pxi, i < n. Then 
(07 v,)‘(s) = (tP)b*(@)%“6((tP)bsi)o v2((P%)b)owA(t)fjs(w) 
= (tp)b*(~)~i”~((tp)bSi)oU((tpSi)b)o M(t, (pSi)b)o COl(t)n(CO) 
= (w U)Y((tS)b) o fi(,s,b 0 M(t, (pSi)b)o oars, (by definition of Y) 
= u((t~)~) o flk((ts)b) o fi(ts)b o M(r, (Psi)b) o mA(t)cs(m) (by (3.6)) 
= U((rs)b) ’ m((rs)“) ’ M(r, (P%)b) ’ wd(t)fjs(o) (by (3.2)) 
= u((ts)b) 0 (co, My(t, s) 
(by definition of the endofunctor X in Section 3.2) 
= ~((ts)~)oM(t, s)~oA(t)(mA(s)) (by (3.4)) 
= V,(s) 0 &(t)(k(s)). 
This finishes the proof of 3.9 and of Lemma 3.2. As a corollary we have: if rsi E K 
where i c n, then 
U(tXi)’ M(t, Xi) = U(t)U(Xi). (3.10) 
We shall write u(Z) for the arrow (u(xO), .. . , u(xn- I)) : OR(Z) + c in 9”. 
Corollary 3.3. For all t E K we have u(t) 0 w(t) = t *(u(Z)). 
Proof. Induction on t. Consider cases for t as in the definition of w(t). All cases are 
easy but the last one t = pxi in which Lemma 3.2 is used through (3.10): 
u(t)o w(r) = u(Pzi)” M(P~ xi)o w(P)(oA(G)) (by definition of w(r)) 
= 4P)“(Xi)o W(P)(wA(xi)) (by (3.10)) 
= (u(p) 0 w(p))u(xi) = p *(u(cC))u(xi) (by the induction hypothesis) 
= t*(u@)). 0 
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Corollary 3.4. v(2) is an arrow u(G):(d(Z); W) -+ (Cp; a) in the category (S* * Fn), 
i.e., for all i c n: 
u(~i) ’ Wi = Ui ‘Si *(U(~)). (3.11) 
Proof. Indeed, by definition of Wi, (3.6), (3.2) and Corollary 3.3: 
I;(~i)‘Wi = aic II( ~,(w)“m-‘lg(f)c~(~i)c W(Si) 
= Ui3 U(Si)’ W(Si) = Ui’ Si*(U(Ci)). 
It remains to show that t’(G) is the unique arrow (O/(S); W) + (rp; 5) in (S* * 9”). 
Thereto suppose that O:(or&(G); W) + (Cp; a) is an arbitrary arrow in the last category, 
i.e., V=(oO ,..., u._,) and 
Ui’Wi=Ui’Si*(t;) (3.12) 
for all i < n. 
3.6. 
Lemma 3.5. For all t E K we haue u(t) = t * (6) 3 L;,(C). 
Proof. Let u’ = i.t E K - t * (6) 0 u,(t). We shall show that u’ satisfies (3.6), i.e., 
(0, IJ’)Y(t) = 0’ 3 mA(t) (3.13) 
for all TV K. Thence by the uniquity of the arrow G satisfying (3.6) it will follow that 
u = u’. Consider cases for r as in the definition of the functor Y in Section 3.4. We shall 
treat one of the cases only, the other cases being similar and simpler. This is the case 
t = pzi where i c n; it is the only case of using the supposition (3.12). Let t = pzi. 
Then 
(O*U’)‘(t) =P*(@)Ui”6(pSi)2U’((pSi)b)c~,(CO) 
=P*(@)aicb(Psi)c(Psi)b*(0)cL;~((PSi)b)o~t(o) 
= P*(@)Ui”(pS~)*(~)“b(pSi)cU~((pSi)b)o~,(CO) (since b is natural) 
=~*(~)(~~cSi*(~))cb(~Si)cU~((~Si)b)c~~(CO) 
=P*(“)(~icWi)c6(Psi)cuco((Psi)b)c~t(~) (by (3.12)) 
=P*(fi)Ui’p*(COA(Z))Wi’b(pSi)cU,((pSi)b)o~g(CO) 
= p*(V)Uic(O, u,)‘(t) (by definition of Y in Section 3.4) 
= c*(U)~u,(t)~mA(t) (by (3.6)). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.5. 0 
3.7. 
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Lemma 3.6. For all t, s, rE K such that (ts)bE K, (v)~EK, and (tsr)bE K we have 
M(t, (sr)b) 0 wl&(t)M(s, r) 0 g = M((ts)b, r) 0 M(t, s)(oA(r)). 
Proof. By the same method as in the proof of Lemma 3.2. Fix t E K and s E K such that 
(ts)b E K and denote by K” the set of all r E K such that (sr)b E K and (tsr)b E K, and let 
9 = ok(t)(wA(s)). Then define a normal functor H : 5 + F”’ and an object I+? E FK” 
by 
H(O(r) = $(5W)) 
and 
g(r) = wk((tsr)b), 
respectively. Consider an endofunctor A in (H _1$) defined by 
A(<, x) = (U(5), (& XY), 
where 
(5, x)*(r) = 
~ttWb)oMt4 470 sn,(t) if r = c, 
m((tsr)b)oxtP)YOC109n,(5) if r = pc, 
m((Wb)oio(x(p), x(q))oio $10 J&(5) if r = (P, q), 
~(@sr)b)ox(si)o afr(5) if r = Zi, 
~((Wb)ox(bi)b)o @At? if r = PZi. 
By Lemma 1.1 there is a unique arrow u : H(o) + I,? such that (0, u)” = u 0 H(m). 
Therefore to prove the Lemma it is enough to show that both arrows MI and M2 
satisfy the last equation with respect o u, where 
MI = A.rEK”.M(t,(sr)b)ooA(t)M(s,r)~g 
and 
M2 = ilrE K”-M((ts)b,r)~ M(t, s)(ok(r)). 
That means to show that for all r E KU 
(0, Ml J*(r) = Ml 69 O Wm4r)) 
and 
(o, M,)*(r) = M,(r) o %M9). 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
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To prove (3.14) consider cases for r as in the definition of A. 
Case 1. r = c. Then 
(0, Ml)A(r) = y(csr)b)cM(C, s)yo 9n,(o) 
= (w, A4)X(t, sr) 0 wk(C)&,(w)~ E 0 @2,(w) 
(by definition of X in Section 3.2) 
= M(t, sr)o wA(c)(mA(sr))=wA(c)ii,,(o)~~ 0 &jr(o) (by (3.4)) 
= M(r, sr)~oA(c)m(sr)oa~ &ii(r)0 S(mA(r)) (by (3.2)) 
= M(c, sr)~d’(t)~(sr)~wk(c)(wk(s)ti(r))~~~ S(mA(r)) (by (1.2)) 
= M(c,sr)~w~(c)(o,M)X(s,r)~wk(C)(w~(s)(m-’R(r)))~~~ &ml(r)) 
(by definition of X and (3.2)) 
= M(c, sr)cod(c)M(s, r)? CJC S(mA(r)) (by (3.4)) 
= MI (r)o S(mA(r)). 
Case 2: r = pc. Then 
(w M,Y(r) = m((tsr)b)oMl(p)y3~o sn,(N 
=n~((tsr)~)~M(c,(sp)~)y~wA(t)M(s,p)y~~y~E~9r~,(w) 
= (Q4 MX(c, (SPJb4 3 MCM(S&7&4 c _a 
“oA(c)M(s,p)y3clyozo9n,(o) 
= M(C, (sr)b)~wA(c)y((sr)b)3~ 
~oA(c)M(s,p)yc~yoii~ ~PJ,(w) (by (3.4)) 
= M(t, (sr)b)coA(c)rf((sr)b) 
~d(t)(M(s, p)y)crcayciic &J,(W) - - (by (1.2)) 
= M(r, (sr)b)coA(c)(w, M)‘(s, r)= oA(c)(oA(s)ii,(o)) 
.,A(c)cxc.~ccci,cro9n,(o) 
= M(C, (sr)b)“oA(C)M(s, r)cwA(C)(ok(s)y(r))~~c 9tj,(o) 
(by (3.4) and (1.8)) 
= M,(r)O S@?c @Jo) (by (1.2)) 
= MI(r) 3 S(mA(r)) (by (3.2)). 
Case 3: r = (p, q). Then 
(wM1)A(r) = m((rsr)b)cic(MI(p),M1(q))cio9icg_nr(o). 
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= m((wb)o I0 (MO, wb), MO, Mb)P (~&Pw, P), w,w)M(s, 4))” (a, E) 
= (0, I#@, (sty) 0 oA(t)ii(,)b o ok(t) i0 i0 kmt)~(s, I-4 o4W(s, 4)) o (2, CI) 
= M(t, (sr)b)~d(t)ly((sr)b)od(t)ioio(wA(t)M(s, p), oA(t)M(s, q))o(cj, g) 
= M(t, (sr)b) 0 od(t)T((sr)b) 0 ol(t)io d(t)(M(s, p), M(s, q)) 0 to (c(, E) 
= M(t, (sr)b)ooA(t)(o, M)‘(s, r)~W~(t)(Ol&(s)ri,(o)owA(s)io~)oIo(o!, E) 
= M(t, (sr)b)owl&(t)M(s, r)~OI&(t)(oA(s)m(r))~oA(t)(oA(s)io~)ola(a, E) 
= M,(r)~cl~oA(t)(wA(s)m(r))~oA(t)(oA(s)i~~)~i~(~, E) 
= M,(r)~9m(r)~$i~a~wA(t)l~i~(~, c(). 
Therefore 
(CO, M,)A(r) = M,(r)0 am(r)0 9 i~fi~wA(t)i~ IO@, g)“io 8io 8?&(o) 
= M,(r)~9m(r)~9i~ti~~~i~~~ $~~&_~,(w) (by (1.9)) 
= M,(r)0 ST(r)0 &J.(W) = M,(r)0 9(mA(r)). 
Case 4: r = Lci, i < n. Then 
(0, M,)‘?) = &(tsr)b)oM1(si)o @Am) 
= ~((tsr)b)oM(t,(SSi)b)od(t)M(~,~i)~g~9_n,(o) 
= (CO, M)X(t, W) ‘ol(t)ii,,(o)‘wA(t)M(~, Si)“C(o 8!,(o) 
= M(t, sr) 0 ol(t)y (sr) 0d(t) M(s, Si) 0 ~0 92,(o) 
= M(t, sr)~oA(t)(o, M)‘(s, ~)oO~(~)(OR(S)~,(O))O~~O 9n,(o) 
= M(t, sr)~wA(t)M(s, r)~d(t)(oA(s)~(r))~g~ $n,(w) 
= Ml(r) 0 SE(r) 0 $_n,(w) = Ml(r) 0 S(mA(r)). 
Case 5: r = phi, i < n. This case is treated as case 4. We leave it to the reader. 
This completes the proof of (3.14). To prove (3.15) consider cases for r as in the proof 
of (3.1). We shall treat one of the cases only, the rest of them being similar but simpler. 
Let r = (p, q). Then 
(0, MA”(r) = y((tsr)b)oio(Mz(~), M2(q))“lo $10 @!,(@, 
and defining for short 
@ = y((tNb) 0 i0 (M((Nb, p), M((Nb, q)), 
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we have by definition of the functor A: 
(w, M#(r) = @o(M(t, s)kNp)), M(t, s)((=W)ojo sjo @(4 
= @ojo M(t, s)(d(p), WA(q)) 0 Sio 9tQj.1) (by (1.7)) 
= @oioM(t, s)(i”cMP), R(q)) o 9n,(w) (by (1.7)) 
= @oj~~A((ts)~)j oM(t, s)G,(w)~ &J,(W) (by (3.1)) 
= ~~ioon((ts)~)iooA((ts)~)ll*(~)~M(t, s)(U(w)k(r)) (by (1.1)) 
= (WY JvM(NbY r) o M(r, s)(U(cMr)) 
(by definition of X in Section 3.2) 
= M((Nb, r) o c~J((rs)~)(rNr)) 0MO, s)(U(cMr)) (by (3.4)) 
= M((ts)b, r) 0 M(t, S)(OR(Y)) 0S(mA(r)) (by (1.1)) 
= Mz(r) 0 S(md(r)). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.6. 0 
We shall write _b,(t) for ~,(oA(&)) (see definition of b,(f) in Section 1.6) and h,(t) for 
_b; l(r). 
3.8. 
Lemma 3.7. For all t, s E K, such that (ts)b E K we have 
M(t, s) 0 w(t)w(s) = w((ts)b) 0 b,(ts). 
Proof. Induction on s. Consider cases for s as in the definition of w(s). We shall treat 
only two of the cases: s = pc and s = p zi. The rest of them can be considered similarly 
to the former. 
Let s = pc. Then by (3.4), (3.2) and the definition of w(s) 
M(t, s) 0 w(t)w(s) = (0, My@, S)wA(t)(m-‘k(s))~ w(t)w(s) 
= y((t4b)ow, P)Y”~“~4t)~(~)ow(t)(~(~)o W(P)Y) 
= m((tdb) o M(t9 P)Y o Ifi0 W(t)(W(P)Y) 
= ~((ts)b)owt, P)Y O w(t)w(p)y o (2 
= m((ts)b)o w((tp)b)yo _b,(tp)y 0 cl - (by the induction hypothesis) 
= w((t#) 0 _b,(ts) 
(by definition of w((ts)b) and (b3) of Section 1.6) 
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Let s = pziy i < n. Then by definition of w(s) 
M(t, s)3 W(f)W(S) = M(t* s)c w(t)(“(p, zi) @ w(p)(Ok(zi))) 
= M(t, S)‘OR(t)M(P* Zi)3WR(t)(W(P)(Ok(Zi)))C W(t)S*(COA(&)) 
(by (1.1)) 
= M((rP)b~ zi) a M(tt P)(mR(zi))o * a md(t)(W(P)(wA(si))) 
2 w(t)s*(oA(Z)) (by Lemma 3.6) 
= M((tP)*, zi)’ M(t~ P)(wA(zi)) ^ W(t)w(P)(wd(zi))c 3 
= M((tp)*, Zi)“W((tp)b)(COrd(Zi))o b,(tS)(COA(Zi))‘5 
(by the induction hypothesis) 
= w((ts)b) 3 h&s). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.7. Cl 
3.9. 
Lemma 3.8. For all t EK we have w(t)0 u,,,(t) = d(t) = ltul,rj. 
Proof. By the method of the proofs of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.6. For each pair (5, x) where 
x(t): [k(t) + d(t) or in other words x is an arrow 
irEK*@(t) -+ AtEK-d(t) 
in FK, define another arrow 
(<,Xy:RtEK-U(&f(t) -+ itEK-cd(~) 
in YK by 
m(t) o n,(l) if t = c, 
mWX(P)pl(r) if t = pc, 
(t, x)V) = s ~(r)~i~(x(~), x(q))3iont(t) if t = (P, 4k 
~(t)ox(Si)3~r(5) if t = sir i < n, 
\ M(t)oX((Psi)b)o~t(t) if t = PSi, i < n. 
As in the proofs of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.6 we see that there is a unique arrow 
e: At E K -o.&(t) -+ At E K . d(t) in BK such that 
(0, e)E(t) = e(f) 0 m/(t) (3.16) 
for all t E K. Therefore to prove the lemma it is sufficient o show that (3.16) holds for 
both e = e, = It E K-w(t) 0 ti,(t) and e = e2 = %t E K *d(t). We shall do this for el 
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only, the case with e2 being easy. Again, in the proof of 
(0, el F(t) = cl(t) 0 Wt) 
we shall consider one of the cases for t only, namely the most interesting case in which 
Lemma 3.7 is used. This is the case t = psi. The rest of the cases we leave to the reader. 
Let t = pzi, i < n. Then 
(0, eI)E(t) = m(t)’ el((Pdb) o Et(a) = m(t)” W((Psi)b)o uco((Psi)b)o~t(o) - 
= c(O” W((Psi)b)o uw((Psi)b)o “ttw) 
= ~ttlo M(P3 %I ’ w(P)w(si) ’ 6cobi) ’ uco((Psi)b)o cttw) 
(by Lemma 3.7) 
= M(p, zi)o w(p)wiab,(psi)oo,((psi)b)on,(o) (by definition of wi) 
= M(P, sij” w(P)o~(~i)nP*fwAf~))wio gco(Psi)o vm((Psi)b)o~t(~) 
(by (1.2)) 
= w(t)o(W, uw)Y(t) (by definitions of w and Y in Sections 3.3 and 3.4) 
= w(t) 0 u@(t) 0d(t) (by (3.6)) 
= e1 (t) 0 mlfyt). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.8. 0 
3.10. Final of the proof of the theorem 
By Lemma 3.8 wk(,i) = W(zi)~Ua(Qi) = wA(si)~U,(zi) = u,(zi), whence by 
Lemma 3.4 U(Zi) = Vi o U,(Si) = Vi* q 
4. Examples 
4.1. Functional DM-categories 
Denote by C, the category of all categories in which exist initial objects and direct 
limits of o-sequences X0 + X1 + ... ; morphisms in C’, are the functors which 
preserve such objects and limits. In the category C, there exist binary sums V + 9 for 
all objects V, 9 E Co; moreover, all o-sums C. ,<. %‘i exist within this category. The 
construction of these sums is straightforward and is similar to that in the category of 
sets. Leaving details to the reader, we shall mention only the following property of this 
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construction: every object of the category Cicor gi (a = o or tl = 2) can be uniquely 
represented in the form Ii(X) for certain i < a and X E Vi, where li : Vi + C i CD 59; are 
the canonical injections of the sum. Existence of w-sums implies existence of objects 
59 E CO such that $9 2 59 + w in CO. Now suppose that we are given an object w, two 
morphisms G:55’ + V + g and H:S + W --t $9 in Cc, and a natural isomorphism 
n : G 0 H z lV + V. Let %1 be the category with objects the arrows cp :59 + % in CO, i.e., 
the endofunctors in 59 preserving initial objects and direct limits of w-sequences, and 
morphisms the natural transformations. Then define multiplication M in %i as 
composition, I as the identity functor lq, and define L = H 0 IO and R = H 0 II where 
IO : V + %? + %’ and I1 : W -+ V + %? are the canonical injections of the sum 5?? + V. 
Next define the Cartesian functor in %i by D(cp, $) = [q, $10 G where [q, $1 is the 
unique arrow w + V + g such that [q, $10 I,, = cp and [p, 11/] 0I1 = 1(1. For arrows 
f: cp + cp’ and g : I) + 11/’ define D [A g] = [f; g] G where [f; g] : [q, $1 + [qf, $‘I is 
the natural transformation uniquely determined by 
CL sl(WO) =fW) and Cf, slUl(X)) = g(X) 
for X E g, and [f, g] G is the natural transformation AX E q. [f, g] (G(X)). 
Theorem 4.1. The category %l is a DM-category with respect to M, D, I, L, R as 
defined above and suitable natural isomorphisms 5, &, e, 1, T, i. 
Proof. Define E, 4, p , i as corresponding units, and define 
&A $) = AXE %*CP, Il/l@&Jm~) and r(co, $I= ~XEC-CV, $l(nUl(X))). 
Then conditions (DMl)-(DM8) hold trivially except (DM4) and (DM5) which are 
relatively easy. 0 
If the natural transformation  is an unit, i.e., Q’ + w is a retract of V in CO, then all 
isomorphisms cy, &, e, 1, r, 1 are units and the category 9 is what we can call a strict 
DM-category. 
Theorem 4.2. The category %l is iterative and there is a standard translation functor 
in %1. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 1.6 and Corollary 2.3. We leave to the reader to 
check that conditions of Theorem 1.6 hold. 0 
4.2. Category of abstract programs with correctness proofs 
We shall construct a category %z whose objects are ternary relations 
cp E [F x M x M where M is a set treated as data domain and elements of IF are 
conceived as proofs. Such a relation cp will be considered as an abstract representation 
of a data processing device @ which given an input from M gives a set of outputs from 
M and such that cp(u, x, y) is equivalent o “u is a proof that given the input x to @, _ 
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y will belong to the set of outputs”. For the set M we shall suppose that there are two 
nonempty disjoint subsets M,,, Ml E M and three mappings do, dr , d: M + M, such 
that di(X)E Mi, and d(di(X)) = xfor all XE M and i < 2. For the set [F we shall take the 
typed structure of hereditary partial functionals over M. We should note that this 
construction can be carried on with other structures for [F, for instance it is enough to 
suppose that IF has the structure of a linear combinatory algebra with surjective 
pairing. But we prefer to exhibit an example in which using the notion of iteratively 
closed DM-category seems to be essential. 
Define types inductively as follows: 
(1) 0 is a type; 
(2) if a and b are types, then a -+ b and a x b are types; 
(3) ifao,a,, . . . is an infinite sequence of types, then a0 x a, x a2 ... (or shortly n i ai) 
is a type. 
The set IF, of hereditary partial functionals of type a over M is defined by induction 
on a as follows: [F. is M; [FII+, is the set of all partial functions from [F, to IFr,; (Foxb is 
E, x EL and Qt,, is the product flrzo [F,. 
Now the category Fz is defined as follows: objects are all relations cp c IF, x M x M 
for all types a; cpcflz will be called to be of type a iff 4p E ff, x M x M. Arrows in Fz 
from cp~9~ of type a to $ ~9~ of type b are functionalsfE [Fo+(O_(O_bI), such that 
fgxy is defined iff cp(_u, x v) (we are writingftxy forf@)(x)( v), etc.), and 
vu, x9 Y (cp(u, x, Y) * ti(f_uxyV x9 v)). 
Composition gof of arrows f from cp to I/I and g from II/ to x is defined by 
(gof)uxy = g@xy)xy,and for every REPS let l,uxy = ff if rp(u, x, y)and let l,uxy 
be not defined otherwise. 
Next we define functors M and D; the idea is that they will correspond to 
composition and branching of programs respectively. The definition is as follows: 
(cplL)(w9 x9 v) * 32% u% ” (w = (2, (u, u>> & cp($& Y) & $(g, K 4). -- 
the type of cp+ is 0 x (a x b) if a and b are the types of cp and I+$ respectively; 
(fs)(z,(u* v))xY= (z,o-gZY,@Jxz))9 
wheref~~~(cp,cp'),gE~2(~,~')and(cp~)((z,(u,_v)),x,Y),and(fg)(z,(u,u))xYis 
undefined otherwise; 
D(%+)(w, X, v) - 3_U,v (w = (_u,H) & ((=Mo & r~ = cb & cp(u,d(x), v)) 
v @EMI 8~ t = 00 & $(c, d(x), v)))), 
where cp and $ are objects of types a and b respectively, and qEe ff, is any fixed 
functional of type c; the type of (cp, $) is a x b; 
(f&(X)Y& if xeMo 6'~ E = gb & cp(u,d(x), Y), 
W_Ld(_u,_v)w= <e,,pd(x)y) if =MI 8~ _u = _o. 8~ @,4x), y), 
I undefined otherwise. 
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Let I be the object of F2 of type 0 defined by Z( u, x, y) o u = c 0 & x = y, and define 
L E F2 and R E Fz respectively by L(u, x, v) o I( u, d,(x), y) and R(u, x, y) Q 
I(U> d,(x), Y). 
Theorem 4.3. The category F2 is a DM-category with respect to M, D, I, L, R as 
defined above and suitable natural isomorphisms E, 4, _p, 1, z, i. 
Proof. The proof this theorem is long but straightforward. 0 
Theorem 4.4. The category 2F2 is iteratively closed and contains a standard translation 
functor. 
Proof (sketch). Denote by ((ph. and ((~)a the multiplication functor with fixed left and 
right argument cp respectively: 
((PM) = G and ((PM) = 5~~ < E F. 
These functors have right adjoints (cp): and (cp): respectively: for $EF (cp)t($) is 
defined by 
(cp)X4(W~ x> 4 * v’u9 Y (cp(_u9 2 Y) * VW.! Y, x7 Y)), 
and the arrow h : cp((q)E($)) + t,b defined by h (z, (u, w )) xy = wu y is universal: for 
every arrow f: (~5 + II/ the arrow f’ :j -+ (cp)E($) defined by 
f’gxzq! y =f(z, (3, u))xyis the unique one satisfyingf= ho cpf’; the construction of 
the right adjoint to ((P)~ is similar. For every sequence li - Cpi of objects F2 of type ai 
respectively the object cp of type nisi defined by 
Cp(li*Ui, K ti * vi Cpi(Ui, XT Y) 
is a product of Ai - vi in F2; projections pi : cp + vi are defined by pi(li*ui)XY = ui. 
Existence of w-products and right adjoints to ((ph and ((P)~ implies existence of the 
right adjoint to every normal functor H: yt2 + 9 “;. Let cp E 9r2 be an object of type a. 
Then the standard endofunctor Z’(5) = D(I, &I has 1.f.p. (y, m) which can be construc- 
ted directly as follows. Let b be the type b0 x bI x-... where b0 = 0 and 
b “+ 1 = 0 x ((0 x b,) x a) for all natural n. The set M is infinite; therefore we may 
identify natural numbers with certain elements of M. Denote by lFb,, the set of all 
functionalsoftypeboftheform(n,w,...,w,,~,o,...)wherewewrite(vo,...>for 
Ii-vi and omit subscripts in 0, etc. and n is a natural number as element of M. Then 
define a functional 3 of suitable type by 
(0, 0, <Co, c>, :>>, o,o, . . . > if =Mo, 
(n+l,wI ,..., w.+I,c,c ,...) if ZEM~ and w =Ai*WiElFb,. 
undefined otherwise, 
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where z, w, u are of types 0, b, a respectively. Next define an object y of type b as the 
least relation satisfying following two conditions: 
(a) z~M,&d(z)=y 8~ cp(u,X,z) 8~ w =~<z,((~,~),t~))Xy * ‘i(w,X,~), 
(b) ZEM~ & cp(v, X-z) 8~ y(w’.d(z), Y) 
& w =+A($$),L:))XY * V(W.X.Y). _ 
Then M : T(y) + y is an arrow in .FZ. Given an arrowf: f (0 --+ r in .FZ the equality 
ho? =fcf(h) for h:y + 5 is equivalent o: 
- 1 
f(z(@9o).t’))xY if the hypothesis of (a) holds, 
hwXy= f (z, ((c,hw’d(z)y),o))xy if the hypothesis of (b) holds, 
undefined otherwise. 
The last equality is satisfied by unique functional h defined by corresponding recur- 
sion. Therefore (y, m) is 1.f.p. off. In a similar way can be shown that there is 1.f.p. of 
functor ,I<- D(LQ, Rt;) whence there is a standard translation functor in 9Z. iJ 
4.3. Category of logical programs with correctness proofs 
We shall construct an example similar to the previous one in which elements of 
ff will be real proofs and objects of the category will correspond to logical programs. 
For the set M we shall suppose that a structure is given on it and by A we shall denote 
the positive diagram of that structure, i.e., the set of all true atomic formulas in the 
language 9’ of the structure enriched with constants for all elements of M (which we 
shall identify with corresponding constants). By logical program we shall mean as 
usual a finite set of first-order predicate formulas in the language Y which are 
universal closures of Horn clauses written by conjunction & and implication 13 , i.e., 
formulas of the form VQ ... VX_ 1 (PO& ... &P, I P) or Vxo ... Vx,_ 1 P where 
P,,, . . . , P,, P are atomic. We shall suppose for the language 9 that it contains for 
each arity a countable list of predicate variables and by X, X,, X, we shall denote the 
first three predicate variables of arity two respectively. For any formal object (formula, 
proofetc.) or finite set of such objects Q, by 0’ (respectively (2’) we shall denote the 
result of replacement in 0 of every predicate variable of each arity with number i with 
that with number 2i + 1 (respectively 2i + 2). The set of all normal natural derications 
(in the sense of Pravitz [4]) in the language Y will be denoted by N. We shall write 
d:T + A for “d is a natural derivation with conclusion formula A and all un- 
eliminated hypotheses of d belong to f”. It will be convenient o use some termal 
notations for natural derivations, namely given two derivations do: r + A0 and 
dl : r + A, by (d,,, dl ) we shall denote the obvious derivation d: f + Ao&A, 
obtained from d,, and d, by applying &-introduction to their conclusions; similarly, 
given d:T -+ A 2 Band e:T -+ A let de:T -+ B be the derivation obtained from 
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d and e by applying D-elimination to their conclusions. A ternary relation 
cp G N x M x M will be called to correspond to a logical program @ iff 
cp($X,Y) * !.A@ + X(&Y) 
for all triples (3, x, Y)E N x M x M. (We are writing A, @ for Au@ etc.) 
Now define a category .F3 with objects relations cp c N x M x M corresponding to 
logical programs and arrowsj: cp + I) the functionsf: cp + N such that 
cp(u, x9 v) =a J/(f(g, x9 v). x9 v) 
for all (F, x, v) E N x M x M. Composition of arrows and units in F3 are defined as in 
Section 4.2. 
Denote by C the formula Vzyz(Xr (z, p) & Xz(z, Z) 3 X(Z, g)) and let d(x, y, z) 
be the obvious normal derivation d(x, y, z): C -+ X1 (z, y) & X2(x, z) I X(X, y)) 
where x, y, ZE M. For any two relations cp, $ G N x M x M define a relation 
cpll/ E N x M x M as in Section 4.2: 
(cp$)(w,x,y) * JZ,U,V (w =4x,y,4<t+2) 8~ cp(u,z,Y) & $+,x,4). - - 
Lemma 4.5. If cp, $E F3 then cpJI E .%3. 
Proof. Indeed, if cp and $ correspond to logical programs @J and Y respectively, then 
cpt) corresponds to the logical program @‘, Y2, C. The proof uses a standard analysis 
of normal derivations w: A, @‘, Y2, C + X(x, y) which should be of the form 
0, Y,zK+~). 0 - 
The last lemma enables us to define the multiplication functor tJ.4 as in the previous 
section: M (cp, $) = cp+, and for arrows f: cp + cp’ and g : I) + t,V define 
(fd(d(x, YJ)+_+~),x, Y) = d(x, v,z)((f(~,z, yl)1,(d~,x4)2). 
To define the Cartesian functor ED in g3 we need some additional suppositions. We 
shall suppose that a logical program C is given together with occurring predicate 
variables T, F, D, Do, D1 of arity 1, 1, 2, 2, 2 respectively such that the following 
conditions are fulfilled: 
(1) the program Z has no predicate variables among other ones, i.e., those who are 
subject o substitutions denoted as 0’ etc. (in other words, predicate variables in Z are 
treated as constants however different from basic constants of the structure M and the 
program itself as set of axioms for those constants); 
(2) for every XE M there is at most one normal derivation 
&(x1: A, C 4 VI; 
we shall write MT(X) for “the derivation dr(x) exists”; 
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(3) for every XE M there is at most one normal derivation 
&(x):A, z + F(x); 
we shall write MF(x) for “the derivation &(x) exists”; 
(4) for no XE M both MT(X) and MF(x) hold; 
(5) for every XE M there is a unique do M and a unique normal 
d(x): A, c + D(x, d(x)); 
(6) for every XE M there are a unique c&,(x)E M and unique d,(x)e M and unique 
normal derivations 
ii(X): A, Z + Di(X, d,(X)), i = 0,l; 
(7) for every XE M and both i = 0,l we have d(di(X)) = x, MT(do(x)), and 
M&,(X)). 
The suppositions (l)-(7) are fulfilled when the program C consists of trivial 
formulas of the form VZ(/‘(Z) I T(Z)) where P is a basic predicate of the structure 
M etc.; they are fulfilled also in following natural case: the structure M is that of 
natural numbers with basic relations the equality to zero x = 0 and the successor 
relation x = y + 1; T, F, D, D,,, D, are respectively following relations: “x is even”, “x 
is odd”, y = [f], y = 2x, and y = 2x + 1; and C is the obvious inductive definition of 
those relations. 
Now let B&E, a, y) be the formula T(Z) & D(T, U) & X1(,, y) 3 X(Z, 9) and let 
VBT be the universal closure VZVUV~BT(Z, ~1, y). Similarly define BF(z, U, y) as 
F(Z) 8~ D(z, U) & X~(U, 9) 2 X(Z, v) and VBF as the universal closure of SF. For all 
x, YE M denote by er(x, y) and e~(x, y) the obvious normal derivations - 
er: VBT -+ BT(x, d(X), y) and _ CF: t/B, + BF(x, d(x), y), 
respectively. Given normal derivations 
e: r + X@(x), y) and t: : 0 + X@(x), y), 
we may define two normal derivations 
T*(u,x,y):A,~,r,VB~~X(x,y) and F*(u,x,~):A,~,O,VBF~X(X,Y) 
T*(!, x9 Y) = <Tk Y)<@T(X), d(X)), E1 > 
and 
F*(o? x9 v) = e&c Y)(@F(X), fI(x)h g*>, 
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respectively. Then for any relations cp,+ c N x M x M define a relation 
D(CJI, II/) c tV x M x M as follows: 
WV% J/NW, x3 v) * 3u9 0 ((MT(X) & cp@, W, Y) & w = T*@, x, v)) - 
v W/W 6% NJ, d(x), v) dc w = F*(v, K Y))). 
Lemma 4.6. If cp, $ E ,FJ then D(cp, $) ~9~. 
Proof. If cp and II/ correspond to logical programs @ and Y respectively, then D(cp, II/) 
corresponds to the logical program D(@, Y) = 1, @‘, Y’, VBr, V&. As in the proof 
of Lemma 4.5 a standard analysis of normal derivations w: A, D(@, Y) + X(x, y) 
shows that w should be of the form T*(t, x, y) or F*(u, x, y) for suitable u such that 
go@, d(X), Yror r&, d(X), Y) respectively. Cl 
As before, Lemma 4.6 enables us to define a Cartesian functor D in .F3: for arrows 
f:q -+ cp’ and g:$ -+ $’ we define 
D(J @(WV X9 Y) = 
i 
T*(f(_u, d(X), Y), X, Y) if MT(X) 8~ w = T*(u, X, v), 
F*(g(p,&$ Y),K y) if MM & ‘y = T*(_u,x, y). 
Next define objects I, L, R of 9a as corresponding to the logical pro- 
grams VzX(z, z); Z, tl~Vy(D,(z, ff) 3 X(x:, y)); Z, VzVy(D,(z, ,g.) I> X(Z, y)) res- 
pectively. 
Theorem 4.1. The category .F3 is a DM-category with respect to MO, IID, I, L, R as 
dejned above and suitable natural isomorphisms z, 4, e , 1, r , i. - - 
Proof. The proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 4.3. 0 
Theorem 4.8. The category F3 is iterative and there is a standard translationfunctor in 
it. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem follows that of Theorem 1.6. We cannot apply 
immediately the last theorem because it is not seen how to construct limit to arbitrary 
w-sequence in .F3. But we can construct limits to the concrete o-sequences arising as 
in the proof of Theorem 1.6. This is done by a direct construction similar to that in the 
proof of Theorem 4.4 and using an obvious logical program for the iteration. For the 
translation functor the proof is similar but easier. 0 
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